
Chapter 6

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF POWER GENERATING UNIT

6.1 Introduction

LVPS first generating unit is operating with a generating capacity of 300MW. The

other two generating units with the same capacity are under construction and will be

available by 2014. During nearly two year period the first unit is operating under

various conditions. When the plant is healthy it is generating its full capacity and

there are many occasions it generates only part of its full capacity due to various

faults. Due to some faults generating unit was totally out of operation. This resulted

that it couldn't meet system demand and has to rely on high cost diesel power plants.

Analyzing the reliability of the first generating unit help to understand the behavior

of the unit as well as improve the reliability of two units under construction. Also it

is helpful to the dispatch center to understand the reliability of the unit at various

operating conditions, so that they can smoothly dispatch the unit.

Theoretically the generating unit is capable of generating any amount of power

between OMW and 300MW. But in practice there is lot of factors which affects the

stability of the plant. Therefore in some capacity levels between OMW and 300MW

plant is stable and in some other capacity levels plant is highly unstable. As an

example between OMW and 50MW plant runs totally by auto diesel and not by coal.

In this interval the flame inside the boiler is highly unstable and plant can trip at any

moment. From 50MW to 150MW plant runs both by auto diesel and coal. The plant

is stable enough to run totally by coal only if load is greater than 150MW. Except to

the fuel type there are other operating conditions which changes at various capacity

intervals as number of BFPs in operation, number of cooling water pumps in

operation, mode of governor valve controlling, mode of other major valves

controlling etc. When this operating conditions change the plant is vulnerable to

stresses created by changes and can end up with a fault. Therefore analyzing the

reliability of various capacity levels of the plant is important.
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The' typical load curve of the plant, when it is operating without any fault through out

a 24 hour period is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Load curve during a 24hr period

6.2 Reliability Model and Observed Generating Capacity Process

For analyzing the reliability of power generating unit multi-state Markov model is

used. A system that can have finite number of performance rates is called a Multi

State System (MSS) [23, 24]. The multi-state Markov model is used to calculate

important reliability indices such as Forced Outage Rate (FOR) and Expected Energy

Not Supplied (EENS) to customers.

This analysis uses MSS where transition intensities between any two states of the

model are known. Transition intensities between different states of Markov model is

defined based on unit generating capacity process observation. A unit available

generating capacity can take any real value from 0 to &t where &t is the unit nominal

generating capacity. The red color curve in Figure 6.2 shows the real world

generating capacity curve. Accordingly, it is a continuous state and continuous time

stochastic process that is designated as G(t). It is very difficult to analyze such a

continuous state process [22].
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Figure 6.2: Generating capacity process

Therefore the original continuous state model can be presented by corresponding

discrete state continuous time process GA(t). To extract the function GA(t) from

original continuous state function G(t) capacity quantization [22] should be

performed. The capacity quantization can be applied to coal power generating unit

since generating capacity is uniformly distributed within the interval (O,gn). The

capacity quantization is done as follows [22].

• First the two special states 1 and N are defined such that state 1 is the

available capacity level 0 gl=O and state N is the state with nominal

generating capacity level gN= ~.

• Then the interval (O,~) should be divided to N-2 intervals with same length

llg =gJN-2.

• Stochastic process G(t) is assigned the states i ( i=2,3, .... ,N-l) with the

generating capacity g., Its available generating capacity at any time instant t is

as follows.
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G(t) E ((i-2)t.g, (i-1)t.g),

G(t) E ((i-2)t.g, (i-1)t.g),

i=2, ... ,N-1

i=N-1

• The available generating capacity of each state i of discrete state process

GA(t) is defined as average capacity of all available generating capacities of

the original process G(t) that were assigned to state i (within interval ((i-

2)t.g,(i-1 )t.g) during the observation period.

6.2.1 State selection for generating unit

The most suitable states for build discrete state process should be selected based on

the observation of generating capacity process during the observation period T. The

considered observation period T is from 15t July 2011 to 31st December 2012. Based

on the capacity quantization different states are considered for different quantization

parameters N. The considered resulting states for different N values are shown in

Table 6.1.The accuracy of the reliability indices as FOR and EENS does not increase

drastically when N increases [22]. But when N increases the number of data values in

sample for each state decreases. This reduces the accuracy of Markov model

representation. Therefore N should be selected for this specific LVPS generating

unit, such that each state has adequate number of data values.

Table 6.1: Different states for different N=4, N=5 and N=6

N=4 N=5 N=6
flg=gnfN-2 150 100 75
gl(MW) 0 0 0
g2(MW) 101 87 45
g3(MW) 224 167 120
~(MW) 300 248 193
gs(MW) - 300 257
g6(MW) - - 300

By observation of generating capacity process the most occurring states forms when

N=6. Therefore each state has adequate amount of data values when N=6. The

interval length t.g = 75MW when N=6. Therefore unit generating capacity is divided

into four different intervals, from OMW to 75MW, from 75MW to 150MW, from
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150MW to 225MW and from 225MW to 300MW. By observation of generating

capacity process during time T the average generating capacities are assigned to each

interval. The average generating capacity is determined by observing the occurred

capacity levels of each interval. The observed capacity levels during each interval

and their average when N=6 is shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Observed capacity levels when N=6

Interval 0-75 75-150 150-225 225-300
30 90 160 230
60 100 165 235

110 170 240
130 180 245
140 185 250

Capacity Levels (MW) 150 190 255
200 260
205 270
210 275
215 280
220 290
225

Average capacity (MW) 45 120 193 257

The average generating capacity assigned to the first interval is 45MW. Therefore g2

= 45MW. The average generating capacity assigned to the second interval is

120MW. Therefore g3 = 120MW. The average generating capacity assigned to the

third interval is 193MW. Therefore g, = 193MW. The average generating capacity

assigned to forth interval is 257MW. Therefore g, = 257MW. For analyzing the

reliability of generating unit is represented by six state model with following

generating capacity levels; g, =OMW, g2=45MW, g3=120MW, g4=193MW,

gs=257MW and g6=300MW.

6.2.2 Transition intensities determination

The transition intensity from state i to j is designates as aij, where i,j E (1, ... ,N). A

realization of the observed Discrete State Continuous Time (DSCT) stochastic
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process is shown in Figure 6.3. For stochastic process GA(t) following designations

are introduced.

T/m) - the time of the unit mth residing in state i during observation period T

k, - the accumulated number of the unit residences in state i during observation

period T

kij - the accumulated number of unit transitions from state i to any state j t

during observation period T

As an example from Figure 6.3, the MSS was observed two times residing in state 2

(k2=2) and one time residing in state 3 (k-=I) during observation time period T. It is

observed that it transited from state N to state 3 one time (kN,3=1), state N to state 2

one time (kN,2=1) and state 2 to state N-l two times (k2,N-I=2).
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Figure 6.3: Observed generating capacity stochastic process GA(t)

Therefore Ti(m),k, and kij can be known from capacity stochastic process observation.

Once these are known the transition intensity aij is given as follows [22].
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kij

aij = TLJ' i ::F j

-. =-Laij' i=j
where

(1)

(2)

k,

TL)= LI:(III)
11I;\

6.3 Multi State Markov Model and Long Term Reliability Analysis

In long term reliability analysis the dynamic reliability indices which vary with time

is not important. The steady state reliability indices have the practical meaning of

reliability corresponding to a long time period.

For analyzing the long term reliability, data is collected from observed generating

capacity process correspond to the six states selected in section 6.2.1 The state

transitions due to forced outages, de-ratings and due to system demand variations are

considered. When considering such a long period there are capacity levels which

cannot be considered for selected six states. Then the DSCT function DA(t)

practically becomes a Discrete State Discrete Time (DSDT) function for long term

reliability analysis. The total running hours of the generating unit during the period is

9596 hrs. The availability during the period is 72.6% and plant factor is 59%. The

accumulated number of state transitions kij and corresponding accumulated time of

the system residing in each state i (2:Ti)are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Observed accumulated number of transitions and residence

accumulated time for long term reliability analysis

State Generating Accumulated No. of transitions to state i
Number Capacity g, TimeITi 1 2 3 4 5 6

(MW) (hr)
1 0 3604 - 11 4 0 0 0
2 45 18 4 - 10 0 0 0
3 120 320 8 4 - 15 6 4
4 193 1978 7 0 10 - 149 53
5 257 2385 7 0 4 97 - 251
6 300 3367 9 0 9 99 195 -
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Table 6.3 illustrates that the accumulated residence time of state 1 with the available

capacity level of OMW is higher than that of state 6 with the available capacity level

of 300MW. There are no direct state transitions from sates with lower capacity levels

of OMW and 45MW to states with higher capacity levels of 193MW, 257MW and

300MW. The opposite of this is also true. There are no direct state transitions from

states with higher capacity levels of 193MW, 257MW and 300MW to states with

lower capacity level of 45MW. In between states of 4, 5 and 6 which have higher

capacity levels, lot of transitions have occurred.

By applying the equations (1) and (2) on Table 6.3 transition intensities can be

computed. The matrix of point estimations of transition intensities are shown in

Table 6.4. Each aij of matrix is represented by unit 11hr. The distribution of sojourn

time in any state is exponential [22]. Therefore corresponding stochastic process can

be treated as a Markov process.

Table 6.4: Matrix of transition intensities

State 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number

1 -0.004162 0.003052 0.001110 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.222222 -0.777778 0.555556 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.025000 0.012500 -0.115625 0.046875 0.018750 0.012500

4 0.003539 0.000000 0.005056 -0.110718 0.075329 0.026795

5 0.001677 0.000000 0.001677 0.040671 -0.149266 0.105241

6 0.002673 0.000000 0.002673 0.029403 0.057915 -0.092664

6.3.1 Six state Markov model for long term reliability analysis

When the six states and the transition intensities between the six states are known,

the reliability can be calculated. In Figure 6.4 six state Markov model is shown by

using a graph with corresponding states and transitions. By observing the graph it

can be seen that number of outgoing paths from states with lower capacity levels is

less. But the number of incoming paths to lower capacity levels is high. For the states

with higher capacity levels number of incoming as well as outgoing paths are high.
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Figure 6.4: Six state MSS model

Pi - Steady state probability of state i

aij - Transition probability from state i to state j

A set of differential equations can be formulated as follows for the Pi(t), i = 1,2..6.

PI (t) = -(a12 + a13 )PI (t) + a21 P2 (t) + a31 P3 (t) + a41 P4 (t) + a51 P5 (t)
+ a61 P6 (t) (3)

P2(t) = -(a21 + a23)P2(t) + al2 PI (t) + a32P3(t) (4)
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P3 (t) = - ( a 31 + a 32 + a 34 + a 3S + a 36 ) P3 (t) + a 13 PI (t) + a 23 P2 (t) + a 43 P4 (t)
+ a53PS(t) + a63P6(t) (5)

P4 (t) = -(a41 + a43 + a45 + a46 )P4 (t) + a34 P3 (t) + aS4 P, (t) + a64 P6 (t) (6)

P, (t) = -(asl + aS3 + aS4 + a56 )Ps (t) + a3S P3 (t) + a4S P4 (t) + a6S P6 (t) (7)

P6 (t) = -(a61 + a63 + a64 + a6S )P6 (t) + a36 P3 (t) + a46 P4 (t) + aS6 P, (t) (8)

Once the real state transition intensities are assigned from Table 6.4 the equations are

as follows.

PI (t) = - 0 .004162 PI (t) + 0.222222 P2 (t) + '0.025 P3 (t) +
0.003539 P4 (I) + 0.001677 r, (I) + 0.002673 P6 (t) (9)

P2(t) = 0.003052 PJt) - 0.777778 P2(t) + 0.0125 P3(t) (10)

P3 (t) = 0.00111 PI (t) + 0.555556 P2 (t) - 0.115625 P3 (t) + 0.005056 P4

+ 0.001677 r, (t) +0.002673 P6 (t) (11)

P4(t) = 0.046875 P3(t) - 0.110719 P4(t) + 0.040671 Ps(t)

+ 0.029403 P6(t) (12)

Ps(t) = 0.01875 P3(t) + 0.075329 P4(t) - 0.149266 Ps(t)

+ 0.057915 P6 (t) (13)

P6 (t) = 0.0125 P3 (t) + 0.026795 P4 (t) + 0.105241 r, (t)
- 0.092664 P6 (t) (14 )

By solving this system of differential equations under specified initial conditions,

state probabilities Pj(t) can be found as function of time. In long term reliability

analysis steady state probabilities are of interest. The probability variation with time

is not important in long term. Based on state probabilities Pj(t) the steady state

probabilities can be calculated as follows.

The calculated steady state probabilities of each state are shown in Table 6.5
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Table 6.5: Steady state probabilities of six states

State Number Generating Steady State
Capacity (MW) Probability

1 0 56.6%
2 45 0.2%

3 120 2.9%
4 193 10.4%

5 257 12.4%

6 300 17.5%

6.3.2 Long term reliability analysis considering faults only

The same analysis is done considering the state transitions due to faults only for the

same observation period T. Only forced outages and de-ratings are considered.

Events such as scheduled outages are not considered for the analysis. The state

transitions only due to faults are considered. The following assumptions are made for

this analysis.

• The generating unit is running at its nominal capacity level (300MW) unless

there is a fault.

• The dispatch center do not request for running at de-rated capacity levels due

to system demand.

Once the planned maintenance and de-ratings due to dispatch center requests are

excluded the accumulated number of state transitions kij and corresponding

accumulated time of the system residing in each state i (LT D are shown in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Observed number kij of transitions and residence accumulated time

ITi considering faults only

State Generating Accumulated No. of transitions to state i
Number Capacitygi Time LT i 1 2 3 4 5 6(MW) (hr)

1 0 2098 - 10 4 0 0 0
2 45 13 3 - 10 0 0 0
3 120 320 7 4 - 15 2 4
4 193 648 7 0 7 - 20 33
5 257 138 4 0 0 16 - 18
6 300 8455 9 0 9 34 10 -
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From Table 6.6 the transition intensities are calculated based on the equations (1) and

(2). The matrix of point estimations of transition intensities are shown in Table 6.7.

The number of state transition in Table 6.6 is almost similar to the Table 6.3. Except

the state transitions in between states with higher capacity levels of 193MW,

257MW and 300MW other numbers of state transitions are nearly equal. The state

transitions in between higher capacity levels have reduced considerably. This

illustrates that the state transitions in between higher capacity levels happen due to

the dispatch center requirements. Majority of the remaining state transitions happen

due to faults in the plant. The matrix of point estimations of transition intensities are

shown in Table 6.7 considering faults only.

Table 6.7: Matrix of transition intensities considering faults only

State 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number

1 -0.006673 0.004766 0.001907 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.230769 -1.000000 0.769231 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.021875 0.012500 -0.100000 0.046875 0.006250 0.012500

4 0.010802 0.000000 0.010802 -0.103395 0.030864 0.050926

5 0.028986 0.000000 0.000000 0.115942 -0.275362 0.130435

6 0.001064 0.000000 0.001064 0.004021 0.001183 -0.007333

Table 6.8: Steady state probabilities comparison

Generating Steady State Steady State
State Number Capacity (MW) Probability(Faults Probability

and System (Faults only)
Demand)

1 0 56.6% 38.75%

2 45 0.2% 0.25%

3 120 2.9% 3.5%

4 193 10.4% 4.5%

5 257 12.4% 0.9%

6 300 17.5% 52.1%

These transition intensities are assigned to the system of differential equations

(equation (3)-(8)). As in section 6.3.1, by solving this system of differential
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equations the steady state probabilities can be found. The results are shown in Table

6.8 compared with the steady state probabilities of the case considered both faults

and system demand.

6.3.3 Real world interpretation of steady state probabilities

The steady state probability depends both on residence time as well as number of

state transitions occurred. In the probability analysis which considered both the faults

and the system demand, the state 1 (OMW) probability is as high as 56.6% compared

to the other states. This is because the state 1 has the highest residence time of 3604

hrs and it is possible to directly transit from all the other states to state 1. State 1 has

incoming paths from all the other states in Figure 6.4. The steady state probabilities

of state 2 (45MW) and state 3 (120MW) are as low as 0.2% and 2.9%. The residence

time is low of these states and lesser number of transit paths from other states (Figure

6.4). The practical reason for having a low residence time for these two states is that

system never demands the plant to run at lower loads as 45MW or 120MW. Because

when plant is running below 150MW auto diesel has to use with coal which

drastically increases the unit price.

When the planned shutdowns and de-loading due to dispatch center request are

excluded the state 1 (OMW) probability has decreased from 56.6% to 38.75% and the

state 6 (300MW) probability has increased from 17.5% to 52.1%. The generating

unit is daily de-loaded from its nominal capacity due to the dispatch center requests

at off-peak time. The probability of state 3 (45MW) and state 4 (120MW) remain

same, since plant running at these loads, only at fault conditions not due to dispatch

center requests. And also stability at those loads is very low. There are lot of extra

operations which has to be done when running the generating unit in lower loads like

45MW and 120MW. The major equipment like boiler, BFPs are highly unstable in

lower loads and have to be controlled manually.

Figure 6.5 shows pictures of how the major operating parameters of the generating

unit changes during a 10 minute period. The parameters are highly unstable at

45MW load compared with the 300MW load.
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Main Steam Temperature
Total Coal Flow

Supply Oil Flow

Supply Oil Pressure

Supply Oil Temperature

8FP A motor current

45MW Condition

BFP C motor current

Reheat Steam Pressure

De-aerator Water level

Hot-well Water level

Hot Primary Air Pressure

Primary Air fan pitch

Rear gas oxygen %

300MW Condition

Figure 6.5: Major operating parameters during a 10 minutes period

Figure 6.6: State changing during a start up
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Due to this highly unstable situation, even it arouses a situation required to run at

lower capacity levels it is almost impossible to run at 45MW more than one hour.

Figure 6.6 shows the picture that how the states are changes during a start up. It

iIIustrates that when trying to start up the unit, during the first try it trips at 50MW.

Even during the second successful attempt, the states 2 (45MW) and 3 (120MW) are

quickly passed without residing. This nature of unit resulted lower steady state

probabilities at lower generating capacity levels.

When the planned shutdowns and de-loadings due to dispatch center requests are

excluded, the probability of 257MW and 193MW has decreased (Table 6.8). The

steady state probability of state 5 (257MW) has drastically decreased. This is because

at common faults in the plant the maximum achievable load is less than 200MW. The

maximum achievable loads at common failures of the plant are shown in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Maximum achievable loads at different failures

Maximum Achievable
Failure Generating Capacity

(MW)
One main cooling water pump fail 190
One forced draft fan fail 150
One induced draft fan fail 150
Tvvo BFP fail 160
Two mills fail 200
One debris filter fail 180'----.

6.4 Multi State Markov Model and Short Term Reliability Analysis

In short term reliability analysis dynamic reliability measures are important. The

variation of reliability indices with time during a short time period as 200hrs is

analyzed.

Short term reliability analysis is important because in faulty conditions, plant has to

de-load suddenly. After de-loading the unit it has to keep at de-rated capacity level

until the fault is cleared. It may be few hours to several days. There are automatic

functions for de-loading the generating unit such as Run Back (RB) and Fast Cut
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Back (FCB). In healthy condition the load ramping rate is less than 5MW per minute.

Load ramping rate is the rate which generating unit output is increased or decreased.

Table 6.10 shows that in a faulty condition the unit de-loads to its target capacity

with a ramping rate more than 30MW per minute. Either this is done by manually or

by automatic function such as RB. During such a situation except to the instability

created by the fault, additional instability is created on the generating unit by higher

ramping rate.

Table 6.10: De-rated capacities and ramping rates at different failures

Failure Target Capacity (MW) Ramp Rate (MW/min)

BFP failure 160 30
Air pre-heater failure 150 60
Forced draft fan failure 150 60
Induced draft fan failure 150 60
Primary air fan failure 140 50

In an emergency situation, the target capacity is not decided by dispatch center as in

normal operation. The target capacity where the plant should keep until the fault is

cleared must be decided by the operational personnel. Even in automatic function as

RB, after action of automatic function is over operational personnel has to decide the

safe load. In such incidents currently only thing considered for deciding the safe de-

rated capacity level is the type of the fault. As an example if one cooling water pump

fails, the safe load defined as any load below 190MW based on the operation

experience. 190MW is the maximum capacity level which can be achieved with a

one cooling water pump. The reliability of de-rated capacity is not taken into

account.

But in deciding the de-rated load in a faulty condition the reliability of the de-rated

capacity should be taken into account. The reliability of running the plant in short

term with partial loads should be known. Therefore finding the most reliable capacity

level and de-loading to that capacity is important in faulty conditions. The

knowledge on short term reliability of generating unit helps in short term operation

decision making.
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6.4.1 Six state Markov model for short term reliability analysis

In short term reliability analysis for developing the Markov model the state

transitions which occurred only due to forced outages and de-ratings of the

generating unit are considered. The assumptions made in section 6.3.2 are applied

here as well. Data is collected from observed generating capacity process

corresponding to the six states selected in section 6.2.1 during the period T from

1/712011 to 31/1212012. The DSCT function DA(t) is used to model the Markov

process.

The accumulated number of state transitions kij and corresponding accumulated time

of the system residing in each state i (ITD are shown in Table 6.11. The matrix of

point estimations of transition intensities which calculated based on Table 6.11 data

for short term reliability analysis is shown in Table 6.12.

Table 6.11: Observed number kij of transitions and residence accumulated

time 2:Tj for short term reliability analysis

State Generating Accumulated No. of transitions to state i
Number Capacity gi TimeITi

(MW) (hr) 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0 3604 - 11 4 0 0 0

2 45 13 1 - 10 0 0 0

3 120 320 8 0 - 15 2 4

4 193 648 2 0 7 - 20 33

5 257 138 1 0 0 16 - 18

6 300 8477 4 0 9 34 10 -

Table 6.12: Matrix of transition intensities

State 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number

1 -0.004162 0.003052 0.001110 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.076923 -0.846154 0.769231 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.025000 0.000000 -0.090625 0.046875 0.006250 0.012500

4 0.003086 0.000000 0.010802 -0.095679 0.030864 0.050926

5 0.007246 0.000000 0.000000 0.115942 -0.253623 0.130435

6 0.000472 0.000000 0.001062 0.004011 0.001180 -0.006724
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In Figure 6.7 SlX state Markov model lS shown with corresponding states and

transitions.

Figure 6.7: Six state MSS model for short term analysis

Based on the state transitions and state probabilities the behavior of this MSS can be

expressed by a system of differential equations. The system of differential equations

corresponding the short term reliability analysis is shown from equation (15) to (20).

The state probabilities Pi(t), i=1, ..,6 of state i at any time instant t ~ocan be found by

solving this system of differential equations.
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PI (t) = -0.004162 PI (t) + 0.076923 P2 (t) + 0.025 P3 (t) +
0.003086 P4 (t) + 0.007246 P5 (t) + 0.000472 P6 (t)

P2 (t) = 0.003052 PI (t) - 0.846154 P2 (t)

(15 )

(16 )

P3 (t) = 0.00111 PI (t) + 0.769231 P2 (t) - 0.090625 P3 (t) +
0.010802 P4 + 0.001062 P6 (t)

P4(t) = 0.046875 P3(t) - 0.095678 P4(t) + 0.115942 P5(t)

+ 0.004011 P6 (t)

Ps (t) = 0.00625 P3 (t) + 0.030864 P4 (t) - 0.253623 P, (t)

+0.00118 P6(t)

P6(t) = 0.0125 P3(t) + 0.050926 P4(t) + 0.130435 P5(t)
- 0.006725 P6 (t)

(17 )

(18 )

(19 )

(20 )

6.4.2 FOR and EENS

One of the most important reliability measures of the generating unit is the FOR.

FOR is defined as the probability of the unit residing at complete failure state with

the available generating capacity of OMW (State 1). In short term reliability analysis

FOR is a dynamic context. Therefore FOR (t) as a function of time t can be defined

[22] as,

FOR (t) = PI(t)

FORi(t) is designated as the probability of unit residing in state 1 (OMW) at time

instant t, if the unit initial state at instant t=O was state i. In order to find FOR2 (t) the

system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20)) are solved under the following

initial conditions.

PI (0) =0, P2 (0) = 1, P3 (0) =0, P4 (0) = 0, Ps (0) =0, P6 (0) = 0

The solution is presented in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Graph FOR2(t) as a function oftime

In the same way by solving the system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20))

for different initial conditions FORi(t), i=1, ..,6 can be found. Figure 6.9 shows

solutions ofthe FORi(t) for i=1, ..,6.

FORj(t)
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Figure 6.9: FORi(t) for i=1, ..,6
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Figure 6.9 illustrates that when the initial state is more close to complete failure state

(OMW), the FOR is higher during a short period of 200 hrs. When the initial state is

closer to state 6 (300MW) the FOR is lower. This reflects the fact that when the

initial state is closer to complete failure state it is more likely for the unit to come

into complete failure state (OMW). In a more practical sense it is easier to fail the

plant into OMW state if it is recently started from OMW state. If the plant has already

running on 300MW state it is less likely to completely fail the plant. Figure 6.10

shows a diagram of occasions of unit forced outages (10th forced outage to 29th

forced outage). It illustrates that after one forced outage several other consecutive

forced outages have happened. This can be explained by the fact that FOR is highest

when initial state is closer to complete failure state (OMW).
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Figure 6.10: 10th to 29th forced outage of the unit

Consider that for a short time period 200hrs the unit should supply a constant load of

225MW. If the unit transits to state 4 there is a generating Capacity Deficiency (CD)

of 32MW. If the unit transits to state 3 there is a generating CD of 105MW. If the
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unit transits to state 2 there is generating CD of 180MW. If the unit transits to state 1

there is a generating CD of 225MW. This can be expressed as follows.

CD4 = 225-193 = 32MW

If the unit transits to state 3

CD3 = 225-120 =105MW

If the unit transits to state 2

CD2 = 225-45 =180MW

If the unit transits to state 1

CDI = 225-0 = 225MW

The Expected Capacity Deficiency (ECD) is expressed by the following function

[22].

ECD(t) = P4 (t)CD4 + P3 (t)CD3 + P2 (t)CD2 + ~ (t)CDl (21)

In short term reliability analysis, ECD also depends on the initial state. The ECDi(t)

is designated as the ECD if the unit initial state at instant t=O was i. For finding the

ECDI(t) the system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20)) are solved with the

following initial conditions.

PI (0) =1, P2 (0) = 0, P3 (0) =0, P4 (0) = 0, Ps (0) =0, P6 (0) = 0

The solutions are as follows.

P, (t) = 0.2996558181 eO 0000005082 796381 + 0.6824940261 e-00038369192 921 +

0.0047718882 34e-0107330688 I + 0.0002224860 242e-08463413843 I +
0.0000040751 52619 e -02739503087 I + 0.0128517063 4e -00655082074 II

P
2
(t) = 0.0010808304 4geooo00005082 796381 + 0.0024729069 56e-00038369192 921 +

0.0000197121 5941e-01073306881 _ 0.0036237161 2e-08463413843 1+

0.0000000217 3590626 e-02739503087 1+ 0.0000502448 2055e-0.0655082074 II

P
3
(t) = 0.0260028005 6eo0000005082 796381 + 0.0190538949 e-00038369192 921 -

0.0265981021 4e-0'07330688 1+ 0.0036914772 52e-08463413843 1_

0.0000073 928 12745 e -02739503087 I - 0.0221426777 5e -00655082074 II
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P
4

(t) = 0.0500786596 6eo0000005082 796381- 0.0272075399 5e-00038369192 921+

0.0419591963 6e-01073306881 - 0.0002261335 304e-08463413843 I +
0.0001170565 137 e-02739503087 I _ 0.0647212390 5e-0.0655082074 II

Ps(t) = 0.0095893311 18eooo00005082796381 -0.0060533586 e-O.0038369192921 +

0.0074929723 53e-01073306881 _ 0.0000270763 4178e-08463413843 1_

0.0001792643 882e-02739503087 I _ 0.0108226041 4e-00655082074 II

P
6

(t) = 0.6135038516 eoooOOOOS082796381_ 0.6706763134 e-00038369192 921_

0.027649367 e-01073306881 - 0.0000370355 8843e-08463413843 I +
0.0000655384 8023 e-o 27395030871+ 0.0847933259 e-00655082074 II

By assigning the solutions in equation (21)

ECD1(t) = 32x(O.0500786596 6eo0000005082796381 -0.0272075399 5e-00038369192921 +
0.0419591963 6e-0107330688 1_ 0.0002261335 304e-08463413843 1+

0.0001170565 137 e-02739503087 I _ 0.0647212390 5e-00655082074 II) +
105 x (0.0260028005 6eo0000005082796381 + 0.0190538949 e-00038369192921 -

0.0265981021 4e-01073306881+ 0.0036914772 52e-08463413843 I _

0.0000073928 12745 e -02739503087I _ 0.0221426777 5e -00655082074It) +
180 x (0.0010808304 4geooo00005082 79638/+ 0.0024729069 56e-00038369192921+
0.0000197121 5941 e-01073306881 _ 0.0036237161 2e-08463413843 I +
0.0000000217 3590626 e -02739503087I + 0.0000502448 2055 e -00655082074II)

225 x (0.2996558181 e 0000000508279638I + 0.6824940261 e -00038369192921+
0.0047718882 34e-01073306881 + 0.0002224860 242e-08463413843 1+

0.0000040751 52619 e -02739503087I + 0.0128517063 4e -00655082074It )

By assigning the solutions of system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20)) for

different initial conditions in equation (21), the solutions for ECDi(t) i=l ,..,6 can be

obtained. Figure 6.11 shows the behavior of ECDi(t) i=l ,..,6 for a period of 200 hrs.

The ECDi(t) also has the same behavior as FORiCt). When the initial state at t=O is

closer to complete failure state, the ECD is higher. When the initial state at t=O is

closer to state 6 (300MW) ECD is lower.

Once the solutions for ECDi(t) are known the EENS can be obtained. From the

following equation [22] EENS to consumers can be easily calculated.
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I

EENS; (t) = f ECD; (u )du
o

In the Table 6.13 results ofEENSi(t) i=I, ..,6 for a short period of200hrs are shown.

Table 6.13 illustrates that when the initial state is closer to complete failure state 1

(OMW) the EENS is greater. When the initial state is closer to state 6 (300MW) the

EENS is lower. This again implies that unit short term reliability depends on the

previous state which it resided on.

Initial State

ECDt(t) 250 - State 1(OM }
•• State 2{ SMW)- State 3(120l.\'l }

200 - State (193'. )- State 5(253'. W)- State 6(300I.lW}
150

100

50

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Time(hr)

Figure 6.11: ECDi(t) for i=I, ..,6

Table 6.13: EENS for a period of200hrs

Initial State i EENS(200)
(MWh)

State 1 (OMW) 36,026
State 2 (45MW) 17,098
State 3 (l20MW) 15,075
State 4 (193MW) 7,182
State 5 (257MW) 6,456
State 6 (300MW) 4,503
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6.4.3 State Probabilities for different initial states

From the solutions of the system of differential equations (equations (15)-(20)) it is

possible to analyze the probability of unit residing at different states i , i=1, ..,6. SPlt)

is designated as the probability of unit residing in state i at instant t. Accordingly

SP2(t) is the probability of unit residing in state 2 (45MW) at instant t. Figure 6.12-

6.15 shows the corresponding graphs SPlt) for i=2, ..,6 for different initial conditions.

The initial states which are higher than the state of which state probability is

concerned are drawn. This is because in a faulty condition interest is on de-rating the

unit rather than increasing the load.

Initial State
- State 6(300I.lW}
- State 5(2S7I.IW)

_------------- - State (193M )
- State 3(12Of. )

0.0010

0.0008

0.0006

0.0004

0.0002

0.0000 ~+-+-t---1I---l •........•--+_+--+-_+--_+_-+-+_-+-_+_-+--+_+--~
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time(hr)

Figure 6.12: Probability of unit residing at state 2 (45MW) for different initial states

Figure 6.12 illustrates that the probability of unit residing at state 2 (45MW) during a

short time period 200hrs is lower, when initial states are high as state 6 (300MW)

and state 5 (257MW). The SP2(t) is maximum when the initial state before start de-

rating the unit is state 3 (120MW). The probability of unit residing at state 2 is below

0.15% for all initial states. This extracts the fact that it is very difficult to stay on

state (45MW) after a fault occurs irrespective of the initial state. If it states on state 2,

the maximum probability is there when fault occurs at capacity level 120MW.
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SPlt) 0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

Initial State
- State 6(300r.1W)
- State 5(257I.1W)
- State 4(193t.1~'J)

=

10 60
0.00 -F---t-+---t-- __~-+-_+_--+_--+-_+--_+_--+-__l~

o 70 80
Time(hr)

20 30 40 so

Figure 6.13: Probability of unit residing at state 3 (120MW) for different initial states

SP4(t) 0.3

0.2

0.1

Initial State

•• State 6(300l.!W)
•• State 5(2S7MV )

10 60
0.0 -F---+---i~-+--+---t---+-+_--+---t---+~~_+_-- •••..

o 70 80
Time(hr)

20 30 40 50

Figure 6.14: Probability of unit residing at state 4 (193MW) for different initial states

Figure 6.13 illustrates that the probability of unit residing at state 3 (120MW) is

lower, when the initial state before the fault is as high as state 6 (300MW) and state 5

(257MW). The probability of unit residing at state 3 is higher if the initial state is a

closer state as state 4 (193MW).The probability of unit residing at state 3 is always

below 5% for all the initial states.
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Figure 6.14 illustrates the probability of unit residing at state 4 (193MW). In a faulty

condition the higher initial states which can have before de-loading to state 4 are

state 5 (257MW) and state 6 (300MW). Out of this the probability of residing on

state 4 is higher when the initial state before the fault is state 5 (257MW). The

probability of unit residing on state 4 is less than 30% during the 80 hrs period for

both the initial states.

SPs(t) 0.012

0.010

0.008

0.006

0.004

0.002

0.000
0

Initial State
- Slate 6(3001.1" )

20 30 40 so 60 70 80

Time(hr)
10

Figure 6.15: Probability of unit residing at state 5 (257MW) for different initial states

Figure 6.15 illustrates the probability of unit residing on state 5 (257MW). The only

initial state which can have before the unit de-rates onto state 5 is state 6. The

probability of unit residing on state 4 after de-rating due to a fault is less than 1.5%.

The probabilities of each state after a de-rating due to fault can be analyzed from

another point of view. If the fault occurred in a known state what will be the

probabilities of unit residing on other lower states after de-loading? When the initial

state is constant what will be the probability SP(t) of unit residing on other states?

This analysis is shown in Figure 6.16-6.19.
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Spet) 0.06 - State 2(4St.IIl )
- State 3(120"''1 )

0.05 - State 4(193I.tW)
- State 5(2S7t.!l;\1)

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time(hr)

Figure 6.16: State probability of different states when the initial state is 300MW

When the initial state before the fault occurs is 300MW, the state probabilities of

state 2, 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 6.16. The highest probability has state 4.

Therefore when a fault occurs while unit running at 300MW, the safe capacity level

where the unit can keep until fault is cleared is 193MW. Even the state 5 (257MW) is

closer to state 6 (300MW) the state probability is low. This can be explained by

Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 where in most of the faults unit maximum achievable

capacity is below 200MW.

0.2

- State 2( 5MW)
- State 3(120MW)
- State (193",1/1)

SP(t) 0.3

0.1

0.0 +..:=+-+---+- ....•.-t----+---+---+---t- - ••.
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Time(hr)

Figure 6.17: State probability of different states when the initial state is 257MW
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When the initial state before the fault occurs is state 5 (257MW) the state

probabilities of state 2, 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 6.17. In this case probability of

residing at state 2 (45MW) is almost zero. This explains the practical scenario where

in a sudden fault, if the unit de-rates below 100MW it is almost impossible to save

the plant from tripping. The highest state probability has at state 4 (193MW).

Therefore when a fault occurs while unit running at 257MW the safe capacity level

where the unit should de-load is 193MW.

SP(t) 0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

- State 2(45r.t1J )
- State 3(120MIJ }

10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80
Time(hr)

Figure 6.18: State probability of different states when the initial state is 193MW

When the initial state before the fault occurs is state 4 (193MW) the state

probabilities of state 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 6.18. If a fault occurs when the

plant is running at 193MW the probability of unit residing at 45MW after de-loading

is zero. State 3 (120MW) has a maximum probability of residing of 5%. In this

scenario the only option available to de-load is 120MW with a lesser probability of

5%. Therefore the safe load the unit can keep until a fault is cleared is 120MW'

Figure 6.19 illustrates that if the fault occurred at 120MW the only option available

to de-load is 45MW' But the probability of staying in this load is almost zero during

a period of 80 hrs. This explains the scenario where a plant which cannot keep below

100MW even in a healthy condition, cannot reside on 45MW in a faulty condition.
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SP(t) 0.0012
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0.0008
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0

- State 2( Ml~}

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Time(hr)

Figure 6.19: State probability of state 2 when the initial state is 120MW

The results of short term analysis can be summarized as follows

• Short term reliability analysis is important for short term operating decision

making.

• If the state transition happens from a higher state to a lower state (de-rating)

and if the difference between two states is large, state probability of residing

at lower state is low.

• If the state transition happens from a higher state to a lower state (de-rating)

and if the difference between two states is small state probability of residing

at lower state is high.

• It is not possible to stay on state 5 (257MW) in faulty condition, since the

maximum capacity level achievable during commonly occurred faults is less

than200MW.

• Irrespective of the initial state it IS almost impossible to stay on state 2

(45MW) after a fault.

• After a fault, the probability of staying on any state is lower, when the initial

state is closer to complete failure state. Only state 5 (257MW) deviates from

this behavior.
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6.4.4 FOR with availability

The availability of the plant during the observation period T is 72.6%. This

availability is a relatively poor value for a coal power plant. The behavior of FOR at

this availability is analyzed in section 6.4.2. Availability is a reliability measure

which gives a hint on the performance of the generating unit during a considered

period. If the availability is high as 95% it gives a hint that plant has an excellent

performance during a considered period.

Therefore FORs for different availabilities is analyzed. The FORs are extrapolated

for different availabilities based on actual availability 72.6%. When the availability

increases form 72.6% to 95% the behavior of the FOR in short term are shown in

Figure 6.20-6.25.
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Figure 6.20: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 72.6%
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Figure 6.21: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 75%
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Figure 6.22: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 80%
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Figure 6.23: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 85%
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Figure 6.24: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 90%
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Figure 6.25: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 95%

From Figure 6.26-31 the variation of each FORi(t), i=1, ..,6 are shown for different

availabilities.
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Figure 6.26: FOR1(t) with different availabilities
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Figure 6.27: FOR2(t) with different availabilities
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Figure 6.28: FOR3(t) with different availabilities
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Figure 6.29: FO~(t) with different availabilities
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Figure 6.30: FORs(t) with different availabilities
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Figure 6.31: FO~(t) with different availabilities
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From Figure 6.20-6.31 it is illustrated that when the availability increases form

72.6% to 95% the FOR for different initial states reduce. This proves that when the

availability is increasing the short term performance of the unit also increases.

6.4.5 Conclusion of short term reliability analysis

When de-loading the plant in a faulty condition dispatch center lets the operation

personnel to decide the safe capacity level to run the unit. In such a situation

operational personnel has to decide the safe capacity level to run the unit until the

fault is cleared. On the other hand the amount of energy delivered to the system

should not be unnecessarily compromised. In such situations, based on the state

where the unit is operating when the fault occur the FOR, EENS and state

probabilities are illustrated from short term reliability analysis. The knowledge on

behavior of this reliability measures in short term provide a opportunity to the

operational personnel to decide the most reliable generating capacity among the

available capacities after a fault. Therefore it is very useful in short term operating

decision making.
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